
Assessment Method 

 

A – Continuous assessment 

 

𝐴1 - Continuous assessment in lectures : 

 
1. At the end of each chapter, in one of the two weekly  lectures , students will 
have to answer a theoretical question about the content of that chapter in 10 
minutes.  

 
2 . The answers will be classified into five levels : All wrong – 0, Low - 5 Enough 
- 10 , Good – 15 and Very Good - 20 . 

 
3 . At the end of the semester the average of the best five marks out of the six is 
calculated. 

 
4 . This average worths 15 % of the evaluation score in the final grade 
calculation. 

 
 

𝐴2 - Continuous assessment practices : 

 
1. 6 mini tests in the final 15 minutes of practical classes . In each mini test, 
students will be assessed throughout the course contents. Score in each of 
these tests is a value in the interval [0, 4]  

 
2 . The continuous evaluation score will be the sum of the top 5 results in the  6 
mini tests . 

 
3 . The quizzes will have a group of four multiple response true or false 
questions on theoretical concepts and a practical application (exercise) of these 
concepts. 

 
4 . Continuous assessment practices worth 35 % of the evaluation score late in 
the final grade calculation. 

5 - Students can´t give up continuous assessment.  The final mark will be the 
best between the final grades with continuous evaluation and the exam’s mark. 
 

 

B – There are two moments of evaluation ( frequencies)  which in the event of a 
positive grade, exempt students of the final exam. 



1 - The 1st takes place in the 7th week of the semester, which corresponds to a 
week without classes. The material under evaluation corresponds to chapters 1 
to 3 of the program. 

2 - The 2nd moment of evaluation  takes place on the same date and time of 
Normal  Season Exam. The matter under assessment corresponds to chapters 
4 and 5 of the program. 

3 - The option for the realization of the Normal Season examination nullifies the 
evaluation by frequency (even if you have done the 1st frequency). 

4 - In the event of a negative overall mark in the frequency the student can 
enroll in the Appeal season Exam. 

5 - Evaluation by frequency implies the realization of two frequencies. 

6 - Each Frequency test lasts 1 hour and consists of two parts, one theoretical 
and one practical: 

 
7 - The 1st part, theoretical, have a maximum duration of 15 minutes, a quote of 
3.5 values, and is carried out without consultation. The 2nd part, practice is 
carried out with the consultation of a form and tables and has a quote of 6.5 
values. 
 
8 - All questions are answered in the exam sheet. 

 
C - Assessment exams: 

 
1 - At each time of examination under Regulation General Knowledge 
Assessment ISEG , ( Normal, Appeal , and Special exams ) evaluation is 
performed based on a written exam . When the number of students enrolled for 
a final exam is less than or equal to 10, the written exam may be replaced by an 
oral examination. 
 
2 - Each written exam lasts two hours and is composed of two parts, one 
theoretical and one practical . 
     - The theoretical part has a maximum duration of 30 minutes, a quote of 7 
values. 
     - The practical part is performed in 1 hour and 30 minutes, has a quote of 13 
values.  

3- All questions are answered in the exam sheet. 

 

D – Final grade 

1 - The final grade in the course is the maximum between the final note of the 
frequency or the examination and the weighted average of the grades of the 
frequency or examination  and the note of continuous assessment. 

 



2 - Continuous assessment will only be taken into account for calculation of the 
final grade for students with a minimum attendance of 80% of classes 
(theoretical and practical). 

3 - Continuous assessment will only be taken into account for the calculation of 
the final grade for students who have a minimum score of 8,0 on the exams 
(Normal and Appeal exams).  

E – In any evaluation moment: 

1 -  Consultation is restricted to a formulary and tables downloaded from the CU 
Web page. Each student must download the formulary and tables from the 
Statistics 1page in Aquila ( the formulary and the tables cannot contain any 
personal note under penalty of disqualification ).  

2 -Apart from the above materials students may only have on the desk, writing 
materials and a calculator. 

3 - Mobile phones, laptops and any equipment with communication or digital 
storage are completely banned and their use implies, at least, the cancellation 
of the exam. . 
 


